
Street children projects Snehalaya and child-friendly Guwahati
(Guwahati, Assam, India, Project Progress Report, February 2020)

All children learn, play and have fun - even those with disabilities. (Guwahati, Home Jyoti Snehalaya)

Precarious life in the slums.

A child-friendly city?!

Migration into poverty: Every year, tens of thousands of people flee from

poverty, violence and the consequences of climate change from the

foothills of the Himalayas to the megacity of Guwahati. There, they often

end up stranded in slums. They live as beggars or day labourers. Especially

children and young people suffer from unspeakable poverty and many do

not attend school.

Our vision is a child-friendly Guwahati: With our help, our partner

Snehalaya ("House of Love") takes care of these children. In addition to

supporting about 200 children in orphanages in Guwahati (and 50 in

Shillong), our special focus since 2007 lies on the thousands of street

children in the city. In now about 40 neighbourhood centres in the social

hotspots of the city, the children from the slums are looked after by social

workers. We finance bridge courses to prepare the children for school

attendance and train parents and local politicians on children's rights. We

have already accompanied more than 8,000 children and young people to

school or vocational training.
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What possibilities will they have?

In the neighbourhood centre the children
can play, relax and receive schooling.

Minister Dr. Gerd Müller visited the
project in February 2020 together with
Dr. Martin Kasper, honorary chairman of
Childaid Network.

Since 2007, together with many partners in Guwahati, we have been

able to halve the number of street children in Guwahati to under

10,000.

An example: The children from the dump

A life without human dignity: One example for the situation in many

slum areas is the garbage dump in Boragaon. It stinks miserably.

Everywhere, cows, vultures, stray dogs and goats try to find something

edible in the garbage and leave their excrements behind. There is no

electricity, no toilets, and the only water pump delivers only

contaminated water.

Living in and from garbage: Around 70 families live there from proceeds

from bottles, metals and electronic waste picked out of the garbage.

Mostly, the children help. Approximately 270 girls and boys work in the

mountain of rubbish and are exposed to great health risks from toxic

chemicals and the dangers of slipping waste. The families cannot afford

medical help. Hardly any of the children attend school. They remain

trapped in a vicious circle of poverty.

Our project for the children in the slums: As early as 2016, a children's

centre was set up in Boragaon for the children who live on and from the

large rubbish dump - one of our 40 centres in the city. Social workers have

established contact with the parents and try to help the children

holistically. They receive medical check-ups, free medicine and a warm

meal. Bridge courses prepare them for classes in one of the city schools.

They learn with curiosity and look forward to starting school. If this is

successful, we accompany and support them further through tutoring and

social education specialists. Then they have a future! By now, we have set

up such daycare facilities at all the city's major social hotspots - for

currently more than 2,000 children.

In 2017, Ursula Karven and, in 2018, Mitri Sirin from ZDF Morning Show

visited the children at the garbage dump site. Here, he describes his

personal impressions: www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvNzNrdvaqw. In

February 2020, BMZ Minister Dr. Gerd Müller visited the stone mill in

Gorchuk and was able to see the success of the Childaid Network projects

himself: There is no more child labor here!

Now he is laughing again: Little Moijudiin Ali suffered from a huge,

painful growth on his hand, which he had contracted on the garbage

dump of Guwahati. The family is too poor to treat him. Therefore,

Childaid Network, with the support of the travel team around Ursula

Karven, had agreed to support the boy to receive treatment.

In a complicated operation lasting several hours,

Moijudiin's tumour was removed. In order to

prevent the wound from inflaming and healing well

on the garbage dump, Moijudiin temporarily lived in
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the Snehalaya orphanage Ila. He is happy that his hand is getting well again.

The new Snehalaya orphanage Jyoti in
Belthola was co-financed by Bild hilft e.V.
- Ein Herz für Kinder and terra from
Germany.

The new floor was inaugurated with a
big party.

The boys are looking forward to a trip.

A new home

Anita and her friends are beaming: In February 2018, Anita and 35 other

girls were able to move into the new Jyoti Snehalaya orphanage in

Belthola. In November 2019, the urgently needed extra floor was added.

Instead of living on the streets or looking for food and recyclable materials

on the garbage dump, they receive food, shelter and medical care, are

lovingly cared for like in a big family and are able to go to school and

develop their interests. Now they dream of a good profession, e.g. as a

teacher or nurse, and a life of self-reliance in dignity.

All girls attend school during the day: In the afternoon, they are

supervised doing their homework and catching up on their studies. In

addition to the school materials, the girls regularly receive new clothes

and shoes as well as necessary hygiene articles. Three times a day, they

receive a healthy and balanced meal. Play and sports equipment in the

courtyard of the home are used for recreation, and the girls can also

attend dance classes and sports activities outside the home. In this big

family, everyone takes on small tasks - and there are regular parties and

sometimes group trips also with residents of the other homes.

The girls come from very difficult backgrounds: Often they had no real

home, lived with relatives or alone on the street or in the slum by the

railway tracks. Some were rescued from forced labour or even

prostitution. The home Jyoti Snehalaya opens up new life perspectives for

these girls. It offers them a safe environment for learning and

development. Here they can recover from their often traumatic past,

discover their talents and abilities and develop future plans.

The children are doing well in the Snehalaya homes
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Having fun.

Bijoy Kahit and John Paul made it. The
two Snehalaya Alumni joined the
merchant navy.

Outlook

Our work is not yet finished: In the meantime, more than 4,300 children

have been enrolled in school and more than 4,100 young people have

been given an education. But thousands of children still live on the streets

and are in danger of ending up in forced labour, begging or poverty

prostitution. By continuing the project, we want to enable them to lead a

dignified life.
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Kukil has taught himself to make
practical and beautiful objects from old
newspapers. Now we help him to use his
talent commercially. Ensuring sustainable success: The first 88 of the children we have looked

after in the homes over the last 12 years have completed school with

predominantly good or very good results and are now of age. Now it is

important to ensure these successes in the long term through a

comprehensive after-care program. We provide the young people with

qualified vocational training in one of our centres or place them in a good

position on the labour market in accordance with their wishes and

abilities. Talented young people are allowed to study. For up to three

years, they are placed in a housing project with other young people. They

will also continue to be closely supervised by social workers.

We would like to thank all donors who make this program possible.

Please continue to support the Snehalaya project and our activities for a

child-friendly Guwahati in 2020 and help disadvantaged children to have

a better future in the long term!

February 2020, Sandra Hörbelt, Childaid Network
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